Anne Frank Final Project Rubric
Use at least two media, such as text and pictures.
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Information
 All essential details included
 Specific examples are included
 Excellent use of chosen media
 At least five direct citations, with
quotes, from the play.
 Includes at least 500 words,
including 350 words of commentary
(plot or character analysis, reaction,
inference, etc.)
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Organization
 Organized very logically and
clearly
 Layout supports and enhances
information
 Information is presented using a
consistent, clear style

Most essential information is
provided
Some specific examples are
included
Good use of chosen media
At least four direct citations, with
quotes, from the play.
Includes at least 350 words.



Some essential information is
missing, giving the report a feeling
of incompleteness
Media could have been used better
Few specific examples
At least three direct citations, with
quotes, from the play.
Includes at least 250 words.
A lot of essential information is











Language
 Writing is clear and concise
 No grammatical or mechanical
errors
 Examples include vocabulary specific
to the topic

Organization is OK overall but
could be improved
Layout does not interfere with
presentation
Some irregularities in style, but
generally presentation is OK



Organization is confusing at points
Layout sometimes interferes with
presentation
Style often irregular leading to
distraction




Organization is often confusing








Writing is good but there is room for
improvement
No more than 3 grammatical or
mechanical errors
Examples include vocabulary specific
to the topic

Writing is unclear in some places
More than 3 grammatical or
grammatical errors
Few examples of specific vocabulary
included

Writing is often unclear





missing
Story is delivered using one media
No specific examples
Fewer than three citations with
direct quotes.




Layout often interferes with
presentation
Little or no evidence of an attempt
to use a consistent style




More than 6 grammatical or
mechanical errors
No examples of specific vocabulary
included

